Past tense - irregular 1

Write the past tense for each of the clues eg I blow - I blew.

Across
3. sleep
6. wind
7. ring
8. sweep
10. creep

11. begin

12. find
14. keep
16. weep
17. meet

Down
1. grow
2. feed
3. sing
4. throw
5. run
8. stink
9. think
11. blow
13. drink
15. swim

P. Barnett
Past tense - irregular 1

Change each clue to the past tense and find the answer eg I blow - I blew.

1. sweep
2. sing
3. meet
4. throw
5. run
6. drink
7. feed
8. stink
9. think
10. blow
11. keep
12. sleep
13. weep
14. creep
15. grow
16. swim
17. ring
18. begin
19. find
20. wind
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Change each clue to the past tense and find the answer eg I blow - I blew.

1. sweep
2. sing
3. meet
4. throw
5. run
6. drink
7. feed
8. stink
9. think
10. blow
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14. creep
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Past tense - irregular 2

Write the past tense for each of the clues eg I blow - I blew.

Across
2. sell
4. shake
5. tell
7. fight
9. write

Down
1. slide
2. speak
3. buy
6. drive
8. break

11. ride
14. rise
15. wear
16. give
18. sink

10. tear
11. read
12. dig
13. take
17. see
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Past tense - irregular 2

Change each clue to the past tense and find the answer eg I blow - I blew.

1. break
2. buy
3. tear
4. tell
5. take
6. sink
7. ride
8. speak
9. drive
10. rise
11. wear
12. see
13. shake
14. read
15. fight
16. give
17. write
18. slide
19. dig
20. sell
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Past tense - irregular 2

Write the past tense for each of the clues eg I blow - I blew.

Across
2. sell 11. ride
4. shake 14. rise
5. tell 15. wear
7. fight 16. give
9. write 18. sink

Down
1. slide 10. tear
2. speak 11. read
3. buy 12. dig
6. drive 13. take
8. break 17. see
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Past tense - irregular 2

Change each clue to the past tense and find the answer eg I blow - I blew.

1. break
2. buy
3. tear
4. tell
5. take
6. sink
7. ride
8. speak
9. drive
10. rise
11. wear
12. see
13. shake
14. read
15. fight
16. give
17. write
18. slide
19. dig
20. sell
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Past tense - irregular 3

Write the past tense for each of the clues eg I blow - I blew.

Across
3. bite  4. spend  7. sit  8. go  9. eat
10. hide

Down
1. get  2. are  3. bend  4. shoot  5. teach
6. have  7. send  8. is or am  9. can  11. catch
12. hear  13. make  14. undo  15. does
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Past tense - irregular 3

Change each clue to the past tense and find the answer eg I blow - I blew.

1. eat
2. undo
3. sit
4. shoot
5. bite
6. have
7. catch
8. get
9. does
10. are
11. bend
12. make
13. can
14. go
15. hear
16. send
17. is or am
18. teach
19. hide
20. spend
Past tense - irregular 3

Write the past tense for each of the clues eg I blow - I blew.

Across
3. bite
4. spend
7. sit
8. go
9. eat

10. hide
11. catch
14. undo
15. does

Down
1. get
2. are
3. bend
4. shoot
5. teach
6. have
7. send
8. is or am
11. can
12. hear
13. make
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Past tense - irregular 3

Change each clue to the past tense and find the answer eg I blow - I blew.

1. eat
2. undo
3. sit
4. shoot
5. bite
6. have
7. catch
8. get
9. does
10. are
11. bend
12. make
13. can
14. go
15. hear
16. send
17. is or am
18. teach
19. hide
20. spend

Name ______________________

O N F X G Z S W X Y A M F I H
Y P Z D K U N H E A R D S W T
O A M Z Q N X N L X O I D A A
E H T S K D W W E N T Y N Z T
A W L P E I X B T A U G H T Q
V B P E O D N E C Y N A V B L
U L I N K W K N W A O T I X L
W M Z T B D A T E J U E H A D
A J R U G D Q S R V P G S W P
N H K W F Q B Y E B N S H W C
S I I C D R I F W D Y N O T A
Q J T D O I T G K H V I T T K
M A D E T U D O B W S E N T W
G H A W D W L T B U V D A M F
D N F I Z N S D K K S J F L S

P. Barnett